
Military training. A practical approach. 
(Beta version)

• Psychological conversion to
reality perception and living in
presence: 1-2 weeks in the forest.

• Training on terrorists and
enemies rather than „passive”
military exercises. Better focus
and exposure to real enemies in a
practical way.

• „Banking” towards
confrontation. Cyber-
geography(CAD), muds and geo
information technology (GIS)
technology vs. Cyber-hype.
Computer aided
management(CAM) and
Artificial intelligence(AI).

Self establishing base rules:

• Never support or credit the other side. Always
“bank” towards the combat zone or yourself. The
world is a bank, we are building and “working
on” a bank, regulated by democracy.

• If not sure about
something, do
not do it!

• The best victory
is a one that let
go by law, rather
than force. Force
has remarks, 
void is golden in
respect of peace and prospects. Democracy and politics 
leaves remarkable fingerprints in war and history too.



• Law and physics (military) should solve the problems. Law is the only way to go (legal or 
physical etc). If an entity does not respect law, what chances we have of progress ahead?

• The leadership. When trouble turns in and things turn out questionable, why “trade for the 
situation” and let backwards? Have to take leadership, and system, order will take care of 
the problems. If you keep control, control can take care of problems. But if you loose the 
control, what will take care of the problem? System and order works as well as control.

• Military wise, the smallest information comprise of a signal. The next military unit after a 
signal is an event. See also wave interference and systems theory. 

Military tip: 

Ref: Military is 
always concerned 
about oil and 
nuclear power as 
conflict matters. 
But what more can
be a base of 
conflict than this. 

Spatial intelligence and nuclear power.

 Let’s say that (Ref: DemonDSP chip Ver 3.2, Theory of Evolution
Ver 2.3.8, Artificial Intelligence Ver 2.5, http://fugeeonline.com/)

we can conclude, that terrorist cell
networks breed on democracy by
exploiting the plasma being
unprotected in a parasite way.
Meaning, that the plasma (Holy
spirit) that protects our democracy
is basically unprotected and
exposable. With this in mind, using and living off the plasma and 
replicating every possible form of defense to maintain equilibrium 
justice in the world. In other words. Hell based terrorist cell 
networks breeds and replicate on our democracy (supported by the 
Holy spirit, Ref: plasma) in a parasite way. Yet terrorizing and 
sabotaging our society and democracy.

Subject matters: terrorism, hell, democracy, Holy spirit(plasma), mesons, charm particles, quarks, 
evolutionary processes, genetic algorithms, energy, psychology, conflict, reality, perception.

http://www.fugeeonline.com/
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